7125, 7137, and 7138 Tool Hook/Holder Sets

Kits that feature a selection of hooks and holders for placing tools and extras on the perforated panel, supplied with fitting tool for easy fixing.

- 7125: 20 piece tool hook/holder kit
- 7137: 40 piece tool hook/holder kit
- 7138: 60 piece tool hook/holder kit
- Each kit contains single hooks, double hooks, and spring clips
- Includes spanner holder, saw holder, screwdriver holder, allen key holder, and drill holder
- Supplied with fitting tool for easy fixing to perfo
- Quick fix perfo lock for easy re-positioning

7139 and 7140 Shelves

Shelves that mount on the perforated panel to provide convenient storage area for tools and parts. Available in two widths depending upon user requirements.

- 7139: Perfo shelf (W 450 x D 250 x H 130 mm)
- 7140: Perfo shelf (W 900 x D 250 x H 130 mm)
- RAL7035 light grey colour matches perfo panel
- Quick fix perfo lock for easy re-positioning
- Suitable for placing handheld test tools like meters, gauges, decade boxes
- Ideal for positioning EasyCal software accessories like label printer and bar code reader

P146 and P147 Storage Trays

Trays for the perforated panel that are suitable for components, fixings, fittings and tools. Available in two widths of 225 mm or 440 mm, each unit provides an effective method of storage for easy access of contents.

- 7139: Perfo storage tray (W 225 x D 175 x H 65 mm)
- 7140: Perfo storage tray (W 440 x D 175 x H 65 mm)
- Store components, tools and accessories
- RAL 7035 light grey colour matches perfo panel
- Quick fix perfo lock for easy re-positioning

7141 and 7142 Storage Bin Strips

A steel mounting strip for parts bins allowing access to tools and components on the perfo panel. Each unit is supplied with accompanying bins.

- 7141: Storage bin strip (W 450 x H 75 mm) with 4 x 1 L bins (103 x 165 x 83 mm each)
- 7142: Storage bin strip (W 900 x H 75 mm) with 6 x 3.5 L bins (145 x 240 x 125 mm each)
- Bin strip RAL7035 light grey colour matches perfo panel, red colour bins
- Quick fix perfo lock for easy re-positioning
- Quality rigid bins with reinforced sides, manufactured from high density polyethylene
- Label supplied with each bin
- Additional bins sizes available upon request.

P149 - P153 Transparent Tilt Boxes

A range of transparent tilt boxes that fix to the perforated panel of CalBench, for storage and access to small parts and components. Ideal for R&M and R&D type workstations.

- P149: Transparent tilt box unit with 9 compartments (W 600 x D 68 x H 78 mm)
- P150: Transparent tilt box unit with 6 compartments (W 600 x D 96 x H 112 mm)
- P151: Transparent tilt box unit with 5 compartments (W 600 x D 142 x H 168 mm)
- P152: Transparent tilt box unit with 4 compartments (W 600 x D 178 x H 206 mm)
- P153: Transparent tilt box unit with 3 compartments (W 600 x D 210 x H 242 mm)
- Supplied complete with labels, to allow users to identify the contents
**7143 A3 Document Holder**

A document holder that is ideal for placing user manuals of devices under test on the CalBench. A3 size and angled structure means that the literature is ergonomically positioned. The user has a clear and easily visible solution for reading and reference.

- Steel angled document holder
- W 450 x H 360 mm
- Holds manuals, books, catalogues, certificates and documents
- RAL 7035 light grey colour matches perfo panel
- Quick fix perfo lock for easy re-positioning

**P148 A4 Document Holder**

A holder that is ideal for placing signs, certificates and other documents relevant to the CalBench workspace. The unit is A4 portrait size and positions flat to the perforated panel with 2.5 cm thickness making it non-intrusive to the table top area.

- Steel portrait A4 document holder
- Holds certificates, signs and documents
- RAL 7035 light grey colour matches perfo panel
- Quick fix perfo lock for easy re-positioning
- A4 landscape version available upon request

**7133 Magnet Set**

A specially designed magnet set for use with the CalBench perfo panel, providing a solution to positioning documents and small tools. The set includes a selection of dual use round magnets that can be used to pin or hold as required. The hook magnets allow users to hang items easily and discreetly.

- 10 off 35 mm diameter round magnets
- 10 off 12 mm diameter hook type magnets
- Used for quick fixing documents and small tools

**TL100 - TL103 Monitor Arms**

Premium quality mounting arms that can be used on CalBenches. Each arm offers a solution to ergonomic positioning of monitors and displays, with adjustment to move the unit away from the workspace when not in use.

- Four available mounting arms, based on extension length requirement
  - TL100 (XS): 105 mm / TL103 (SL): 450 mm / TL101 (M): 505 mm / TL102 (XL): 705 mm
- Includes QuickFix feature for monitor mounting
- Suitable for use with touch screen monitor TL70
- Sturdy aluminium/ABS construction, supports loads up to 15 kg (10 kg on TL02)
- Swivel head with 105° horizontal range

**Individual Perfo Components and Extras**

In addition to the standard range shown, Time Electronics offer a wide selection of individual options for the perforated panel on CalBench. Also available are wall mounted perforated panels for fitting in workshops and laboratories.

- Individual hooks, holders and clips
- Cable hooks, pipe brackets, power tool loop holders, tube/can holders
- Perfo mount power strips (socket type can be specified)
- Custom perfo mount brackets for test instruments and monitoring systems
- Perfo wall panels - see Laboratory Design and Supply Section

Due to continuous development Time Electronics reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.